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The following paper is based principally
on ir.y own experiences in the Classrooir. ??eadln#s
and Courses in Education have given rre rrany ideas
which T have applied to actual schoolroom practice.

•Outline
.
1. What the teacher aims to do during the
early weeks in the first grade.
2. The background of experience which the
children have gained before entering the
first grade. The rreans of enriching
the background
.
3. The literature on the subject rratter.
4. The Analysis of the problem -
Teaching Little Children to Read.
5. A detailed statement of the Aim.
6. The Material suited to the fulfilment
of the aim, and to the age, interests,
and abilities of the children.
7. The Organization of the material from
the standpoint of the children's needs,
desires, motives, and experiences. A
summary of the steps necessary in
teaching reading.
8. Presentation -
Motivation
;
Thought development -
ease and speed in reading familiar
rhymes, stories, or related
sentences
.
Mechanics of reading -
the Beacon System of rhonics
.
Development of power to gether thought
independently, accurately, rapidly,
and comprehensively from printed
language
Develops ent froF Silent to Oral Reading.
9. The characteristics of good methods.
10. An attempt to measure progress in the
following lines of work:
<
(a) Thought development
(b) Mechanics
(c) Thought extract/ on
(d) Speed in reading.
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INTRODUCTION
The task of teaching little children to
read is intrusted to the first grade teacher. Let
us get some idea of the conditions which confront
her and of the qualifications which the first grade
teacher should possess.
The children who enter the first grade for
the first tine are between five and six years of age.
They core froir two sources - the home and the kinder-
garten. During the early days the teacher's first
duty is to establish a bond of sympathy between the
children and herself. This reans that the first
grade teacher ir.ust have a real love for little chil-
dren; a knowledge of what they have been thinking,
doing, and feeling in relation to the daily happen-
ings in the hoire and out of doors; a realization
of the importance of unifying the home and the
school activities, in order that the little tasks
in their new surroundings may follow naturally and
result in the further development, rather than in
the dissipation of their power to think, to do, and

to appreciate. Alr.ost as necessary as love for
children, the first grade teacher must have vision,
for if she loses sight of the big goal toward which
each simple little task is tending, her work will
seer- trivial and unworthy and she will lose the
inspiration which comes with a firm belief in the
dignity and worthiness of her project.
The second duty of the teacher is to ar-
range her program, so that there will be short
periods of intensive work with rany opportunities
for fresh air and play, :. arching, folk dancing,
singing, dramatization, conversation, recitation
of poer s, games - all play an important part in
the day's program. Through them the social side
of the child's nature is awakened and he feels a
thrill of Joy in cooperating with the other members
of his class
•
The third duty of the teacher is to know
definitely and concretely what she aims to accomplish
during the first year; the iraterial best suited to
her aim, and to the age, ability, and interests of
her particular class; how to organize this material
from, the standpoint of the children's needs, inter-

teacher rakes use of the rich background of experi-
ence, story, and song which the kindergarten gives,
and she considers herself fortunate indeed to have
such a fund of experience, imagination, and feeling
upon which to base the conversation and early read-
ing lessons. The hand-work of the kindergarten is
also a direct help in the seat-work in the first
grade.
Fror this brief survey it is evident that
the first grade teacher rust stand in the place of
the r.other, responsible for the happiness and corc-
fort of her children, while at the sarre tire she
rust be student as well as teacher.

The Literature on the Subject Matter .
From a study of the literature on the subject
of teaching reading one realizes that, broodly speak-
ing, there are two methods of approach in teaching
little children to read: the synthetic rrethod and the
analytic rrethod. The synthetic irethod includes the
alphabet, the phonic, and the phonetic methods. The
analytic includes the word, the sentence and the
story or rhyme methods. The synthetic rrethod tends
to emphasize the logic of the subject matter, while
the analytic method stresses the needs and interests
of the children.
The procedure most commonly followed today
combines the story, sentence, word and phonic methods.
It is analytic rather than synthetic. Huey, in "The
Psychology and ^edagogy of Reading" points out the
importance of considering the rate of reading and the
factors which have to do with speed. Klapper in his
book, "Teaching Children to Bead" makes it an essential
characteristic of good method that there shall be
provision for instantaneous word recognition from the
beginning. This means that reading cannot start with
(
in each successive step he rasters a nearer approach
to his desired goal.
All writers on the subject of reading realize
the importance of giving the child mastery over the
mechanics of reading. This is one of the essential
steps in the teaching of reading, but that it is not
the initial step was recognized as surely by Comenius
as by educators today. In order that the drudgery
of this phase of the work may be obviated the teacher
must be ready to present this phase of her work when
the real need for it appears.
Montessori combines writing and reading.
Experiments in Italy and in this country show that
a high degree of success has been attained, powever
in Boston no writing other than "Palmer Method" is
allowed, making it Impossible to carry on any experi-
ment involving the use of writing other than Palmer
moveirent and form.
The Aldine and the Progressive methods are
two of the Analytic Methods most widely used. An
analysis and estimate of each follows.
(
•THE ALTTHE SYSTEM,
I. L : eans. II. purposes.
1. Story To begin the teaching of reading at
the high point of interest for the
child - the story.
To introduce the rhyme.
To facilitate the memorizing of the
rhyme
•
2. Rhyme To appeal to the child's sense of
rhythm
.
To present a stock of sight words in
a reasonable and pleasing context.
To build up a reading vocabulary
through the thorough rr em. o rising of
the rhyire, and the associating of""
the spoken and printed words of the
rhyme
.
3. Ficture To illustrate the story.
To add to the child's enjoyment of
the story* and the reading matter.
To aid the child with the text.
4. Dramati- To emphasize the feeling or the mood
zation. expressed in the story.
To prepare the child to read with
express ion
•
5. Senten- To provide reading matter using the
ces. vocabulary learned from the rhyme.
To provide opportunity for independent
work by training the child to refer
to the rhyme when he fails to recog-
nize a word in a sentence.
6. Sight To give the child a reading vocabulary,
words To introduce phonics, by training the
child to recognize the initial sounds
in sight words
.

7. Phonic To give the child independent power
analysis to find out new words,
and
blend
Notes: The following consonants are learned from
sight words:- b, c (as in come), d, f, g,
(as in girl), h, j, k, l f », n, p, qu, r,
s, (as in see), t, v, w, y, ch, sh, th (as in
this), wh
.
The vowel sounds are learned in combinations
from type words. The child does not associ-
ate one sound with each vowel. He associates
certain sounds with groups of letters.
The word will has been learned as a sight
word. Before the new word, hill , is presented
the teacher prints will on the board, separa-
ting the w from the rest of the word, and
the new word directly under it, thus:-
w ill
h ill
A word which is made to serve as a basis for
acquiring other words of the same series or
family is called, for convenience, a type word
The child t> asters each new word through a
type word if he has one . If he has no type
word, the new word is learned as a sight word
and afterwards serves as a type word.
The context helps the child to tell an un-
phonetic word.
In presenting a new word, which Is unphonetic
and difficult, like through
,
the teacher
should give the part of the word which the
child does not know,
-
ough ; the child may
prefix the sounds which he knows and give the
word as a whole.

»The knowledge and power which the child has
gained must be used constantly in acquiring
more knowledge and power. Tf the child has
no definite knowledge to Apply to the mastery
of a new word, do not keep hirr guessing or
allow others to guess. Let hiir. supply the
part he knows - but the teacher must ?ive
the new part, pronounce the word, and have
it pronounced by several children.
III. Material:
Rhyir.e charts Phonic chart
Reading chart Primer
Sight word cards - First deader
2 sets
Consonant cards Seat work cards
IV, Steps:
1. Telling the story introducing the rhyire
.
2. Teaching the children to repeat the rhyrre.
3. Dramatizing the rhyme.
4. Writing or printing the rhyme on the board
as the children repeat it, the teacher
pointing out, or measuring off each
word , thus :
-
Come : away
Come : and : play.
5. Picture study and conversation lesson from
the chart.
6. Individual children repeat the rhyme and
point to each word as it is said.
7. Teacher points to any word and the indiv-
idual children tell the words - If a child
fails to recognize a word he reads the
rhyme from the beginning until he comes
to the word he did not know.
8. Children tell the words from card or from
lists on the board referring to the rhyme
when necessary.
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9. Reading sentences based on rhyme from the
blackboard or froir. the chart.
10. For seat work the children build the rhyme
with word cards.
11. Reading in the primer inay follow the read-
ing of 21 pages on the chart.
12. Silent reading - the children are directed
to do what the sentences require.
13. Teaching the sounds of c and r frorr. the
sight words, core and run.
When the consonants have been taught the
similarity in the endings of certain words
is noticed, as - me - tree - he - see -
sing - bring - spring.
Note: While the phonic analysis and blend are being
mastered through the work with words in series
or in families, the reading in the primer and
early part of the first reader progresses
learning words as wholes. As the work in the
first reader advances the child gradually
depends upon his power to sound to find out
the new words.
THE PROGRESSIVE FETKOP
I. Oral Work - Emphasizing Content
1. Telling of the story by the teacher.
2. Conversation.
3. Oral reproduction.
4. Tramatization
.
II. Blackboard Work - Emphasizing Form
1. Presentation and formal reading of the
first sentences.
The hen found a bag of flour.
2. Recognition of words by position.
The hen found a bag of flour.

3. Recognition of words by comparison.
The hen found a bag of flour,
hen found bag
4. Independent recognition of words
found hen bag
bag found hen
hen bag found
5. Rearrangement of words when possible.
She tried to carry it home hersel**.
The hen tried to carry it home.
The hen tried to carry the bag of flour.
Note: The same work is done with the remaining
words of the sentence, and with the rerrain-
ing sentences.
III. Book Work
1. Reading the first story as a whole from
the bock.
2. Reading the supplementary stories.
a. Independently and silently by the
more advanced children.
b. With the teacher for additional
repetition and drill by the
slower children.
3. Reading the second basal story.
Note 1. Same steps as in the presenta-
tion of the first basal story.
(I. II. III. ).
Note 2. phonics introduced after the
second basal story.
4. Reading the third basal story.
Note: Not memorized because sight words
and phonics aid the child in get-
ting the thought directly from the
symbols. Presentation from the
blackboard, then from the book.
5. Reading the fourth basal story and each
of the following stories directly
from, the book.
(
Mote 1 - All new words - phonetic and
sight - are learned from the
blackboard in preparation for
the book.
Note 2 - The book contains four basal
stories; with their supplement-
ary stories ; also nine other
stories. Supplementary stories
are used as suggested under
III, 2.
Note 3 - Pefox-c the phonetic work is
begun all words are learned as
sight words. They should be
separated for drill into two
groups - phonetic words,
unphonetic words.
IV. Phonetic ?;ork - leading to independent word
recognition.
The following is my estimate of this method:
1. It does not sufficiently eirphasize the approach
to reading from, the thought side, for, while it
is a story rethod in content, it is a word
method in treatment.
2. The phonetic system emphasizes the "family"
rather than the initial attack, which is more
natural and direct. The long sound of each
vowel is introduced before the short sound.
This, to my mind, is not a good plan, because
more than sixty per cert, of the words which the
children meet contain the short vowel sound,
while only about ten per cent, contain the long
vowel sound. I think that the short sound of
each vowel should be mastered before the varia-
tions are taught.

IThe experience in the classroom backed by
the literature on the subject matter, indi-
cate that the following steps ar« essential
to all good method.
Steps in Training a Child to ^ead .
1. Motivating the early work in reading by awaken-
ing within the child an interest in visible
language, and an eagerness to master it, in
order to find out for himself the story the
symbols tell.
2. Emphasizing the thought rather than the symbols
through the reading of farriliar stories, rhymes
or related sentences.
3. Heveloplng the power of independent, accurate,
rapid, word recognition.
4. Gaining the power to get the thought accurate-
ly and rapidly, from visible language, and to
express the thought In the child's own language,
in pantomime, or in drawing.
5. Gaining in power to express orally the author's
thought and feeling In the author's language.
Parallel Steps .
/ k *>L* K*
i
1. Conversation
2. Recitation of memorized selections.
!
\
i
The Background .
Before entering schoolchildren have learned
to understand and to speak the language of the home.
They have mastered the naires and uses of all the
familiar objects in their environment • They have
learned to interpret the actions and gestures of
those about their. Their interests have begun to
shape themselves. In short, children core to school
with a background of knowledge, attitudes, and skills
which leads naturally to the new work. The teacher
must remember, however, that this background may be
meagre, as Is cften the case with children who come
directly from home, or rich and varied as is the
case with children who have received kindergarten
training. As the larger number come directly from
horre it is necessary that provision be made for
supplementing and enriching their experience.
Conversation plays an important part in
the preparation for reading, because self-expression
is the foundation of all natural expression. Some
teachers fail to appreciate the fact that unless
44
there is a background of experience, ima t3ination,
and feeling, there can be no conversation r. orthy
of the name, definite subject rratter and material
are essential. Daily happenings, neighborhood walks,
t'other (loose Fhymes, stories, pictures, poems, all
provide a fund of ideas upon which to base the con-
versation, and also the background with which to
interpret the thoughts, experiences, and feelings
of others. *?ew experiences bring new ideas which
in turn demand new words to express the ideas. In
this way the vocabulary grows naturally, "hen chil-
dren have something which interests them, they will
want to tell it. Ease and fluency in the telling
will core with repeated opportunity for spontaneous
expression, and with Xao-t on the part of the teacher
in guiding the children to forr correct habits of
speech. Sore children will need practice in using
their voices pleasantly. This is largely a matter
of imitation. Tn the recitation of poems, story
telling, and dramatization, there is opportunity to
develop a pleasing speaking voice. Ear training,
articulation exercises, and phonetic work will im-
prove the enunciation if a desire to improve is
ti
awakened
.
The recitation of peers and prose selections
provides the connecting step between conversation
and reading.
Lists of stories, poems, pictures, and ex-
cursions, also suggestive material for conversation
and dramatization follow:
stories .
Appropriate books of stories are listed
and the stories in each book that are best suited
for the first grade are indicated. Stories followed
by the letter K have been used in the kindergarten
and are for review and repetition. Stories double-
starred are suggested for dramatization ; single-
starred for re-telling by the children. A minimum
of ten of these stories is suggested.
"Stories to Tell to Children ." Sara Cone Bryant.
IToughton Mifflin Company
»*Th« Little Fed Hen. (K)
*Tne Gingerbread Man.
*The Little rink Rose.
Jack Rollaround.
The T'hale and the Flephant.
»*The Sun and the Wind. (K)
"How to Tell Stories to Children ."Sara Cone Bryant.
Houghton Kifflin Coirpany.
x«-The Story of the Three Bears. (K)
x-»The Story of the Three Figs.
-The Old fcoman and Her Fig.
*Raggylug
•
Golden Cobwebs. (A Christmas Tree Story.)
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•
" For the Children's Hour ," Bailey & Lewis.
i,: 11ton Bradley Coir.pany
m
-Chicken Little. (K)
--The Sleeping Princess.
Clytie.
Goldenrod and Aster.
Persephone
.
The Story of the Tipper,
that Broke the China Pitcher.
" The fig Brother ." Laura E. Richards.
Little, Brown & Co.
--The Pig Brother. (K)
a
--The Great Feast.
The Wheat Field.
The Stars.
The New Year.
" llother Stories ." L'aud Lindsay. Hilton Bradley Co.
Mrs. Tabby Gray.
*Lust Under the Rug.
Little Gray Pony.
The Wind's Work.
«Fleet Vi'ing and sweet Voice.
How the House TTas Built.
"More Mother Stories ." Maud Lindsay. Hilton Bradley
Company
The Choice.
The Christmas Stocking.
Wishing wished.
"Battle's New Press.
" A Kindergarten Story Book ." Jane L. Roxie.
Milton Bradley Coir.pany.
Ludwig and ^arleon. (K)
Dunny. (K)
Hut in the Forest. (K)
Billy Bobtail. (K)
Ficcola. (K)
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Boston Collection of Kindergarten Stories •
J. lT Hammett Company.
Dora and the Lighthouse, (K)
*#The Hare and the Tortoise.
The Story of an i.oorn.
Thanksgiving Story.
" In the Child's World ." roulsson. Kilton Bradley
Company.
The Sleeping Apple.
The Wake Up Story. (K)
How Tatty Gave Thanks.
The Crane Express.
" The ^irst Book of Stories for the otory Teller .
"
Fannie L. Coe. Houghton lifflin Company.
----Cinderella.
-The Lion and the louse. (K)
Little ?.ed hiding Food.
Trie Boy and the ?^olf •
The House That Jack Built.
The Three Billy Goats.
The Bag of rinds.
Five r eas in a ^od.
" In Story Land ." Elizabeth Harrison. National Kind-
ergar^en - nege, Chicago.
Prince Harwe^a. (K)
How Little Cedric Hecume a Knight. (K)
Story of Columbus.
Story of Decoration ray.
The Caterpillar and the Butterfly. (K).
To eras .
The following books of poems are suggested
and the most appropriate poems for the first grade
are indicated. Those poems which are starred are
most suitable for memorizing. A minimum requirement
of one poem a month memorized is suggested.

->
1
"The Land of Song." Katharine H. Shute.
Silver, Rurdett fc Co.
*The Child's World. William b. Rands. (Omit second
and third stanzas)
"Lady kloon. Lord Houghton.
*Littie Birdie. Tennyson.
»All Things Beautiful. John Keble.
I Love Little Fussy. Jane Taylor.
-Thank You, Fretty Cow. Jane Taylor.
The New Moon. Eliza Lee Follen.
-Old Gaelic Lullaby. Anon.
A Visit frorr St. Nicholas. Cleirent C. i:oore.
-The Paby. George Lacdonald.
"A Child's Garden of Verses." Stevenson.
A. Flanagan Corrpany.
-Bed in Summer
*Windy Nights.
-My Shadow.
Time to rise.
The Bain.
*The Ehole Duty of Children.
The Wind.
---A Thought.
*A Happy Thought.
*The Cow.
Land of Counterpane.
Where Go the Boats?
"The Fosy King." Wiggin and Smith. Doubleday, Fage & C
-September. H.H. (First Stanza)
Guessing Song. Henry Johnstone.
How the Leaves Came Down. Susan Coolidge.
xSnowflakes • Mary tapes Dodge.
Chanticleer.
The Tree. B.Bjornson.
In February. John A. Symonds.
Little Gustava. Celia Thaxter.
Thanksgiving Day. Lydia iCaria Child.
linken, Blynken and Nod. Eugene Field.
I Saw Three Shipe. Old Carol.
*A Child's Frayor. I. Betham Edwards.
o.
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"Nature in Verse ," Mary I. Love,Joy. Silver, Burdett
& Co,
Tell ? r o, Sunny Goldenrod.
"Ethics for Children". Ella Lyman Cabot.
Houghton Mifflin Company
-Which Loved Best. Joy Allison.
"Three Years With the Poets ." EerUia Hazard.
Houghton Mifflin Company
The First Christmas, roulsson.
*Fippa's Song. Robert Frowning.
Good Night. Victor Hugo.
; Hiawatha's Childhood. Longfellow.
"The Children's Hour. Longfellow.
Pictures
.
Ten of the following are sug^estes as ap-
propriate for picture study in the first grade.
Madonna of the Chair
Baby Stuart
Two Mothers
Feeding Her Birds
The Baby Brother
Can't You Talk?
The Cat Family
Who Will Buy a Rabbit?
Dutch Girl with Cat
Cat and Kittens with Box
Saved
The Wounded Lamb
The Good Shepherd
A Fair Breeze
Family Cares
Soap Bubbles
Raphael
Van Pyck
Bouguereau
Millet
Meyer Von Bremen
Holmes
Adam
Meyer Von Bremen
Hoecker
Kme# Ponner
Landseet
Meyer Von Bremen
Ploekhorst
Raupp
Barnes
Bouguereau
Excursions and Neighborhood Walks .
To see fall flowers in a garden or yard in the
neighborhood
.
To see a pigeon house.
To see the entire school building.
7-

To see the schools of the district*
To see autumn leaves •
To gather nuts*
To market at Thanksgiving.
To the toy shop and Santa Claus.
To the blacksmith*
To see a new house being built in the neighborhood.
To see the budding trees, crocuses, daffodils, etc*
To see aniir.al life*
To the Public Gardens*
To Franklin Park.
To the Zoo*
To the Aviary.
To the Children's Museum*
To the South Boston Aquarium.
Note: These and other excursions are mentioned
in the suggestions concerning "Conver-
sations", which follow.
Conversations .
The following oral exercises are simply
suggestive.
September .
I. School Habits.
Promptness
•
Poem. "Time to "ise." Stevenson.
Story. "Dilly Pally" (K)
Order
.
Cleanliness
•
Story. "The Pig Brother." Richards. (K)
Politeness.
II* Home Life and Habits in relation to school.
Obedience.
Helpfulness
Kindness
•
Poems •
"Which Loved Best." Joy Allison.
"The Little Poves." Poetry for Children.
8-

!Ill, Eature.
Later ial brought In,
Goldenrod.
Foero. "Tell ¥.e, Sunny Goldenrod".
Kary I. Love joy.
Aster.
Story. "Goldenrod and Aster."
For the Children 1 s Hour.
Sunflower.
Story. "Clytie."
Neighborhood Wallop •
To a garden or yard.
To a pigeon house.
Story. "Fleet Wing and Sweet Voice."
Lindsay.
Foexti. "September." H.H.
October.
I. Personal Hygiene.
Start a "Clean Club".
Talks on hygiene to begin in October and to
continue until the close of school.
The tirr.e for Introducing a topic to
be dependent upon the particular need
of the class
•
Care of hands, face, hair, teeth, clothing.
Talks on food, drink, fresh air, sleep, bathing
Aim by direction and encouragement to lead,
the children tc fonr. habits that will
ir.ake for health.
II. Na ture •
Neighborhood walk - dependent upon resources
of environment . The trees in the neigh-
boring park, school yard, gardens or
streets, to note leaves changing color,
falling, etc. The birds and aniirals
in city streets and parks.
Excursion.
To gather nuts and see squirrels
.
To see a cow. roem. "Thank You, Pretty
Cow." Taylor.
Visit to the kindergarten to see butter
irade •
-9-

Materials brought In.
Kuts •
I ilkweed.
Bulbs for planting in the schoolroom.
III. Home.
Preparation for winter.
November.
I. Cooperation of man.
Visit to the baker - followed by a talk
on flour - where we get it.
Stories.
"Persephone." For the Children's Hour
"Little Red Hen? stories to Tell to
Children.
"Gingerbread ran."Stories to Tell to
Children.
Visit to the market.
Fruits, vegetables, how they grow, gath-
ering, shipping*
II. Spirit of the month. Thankful for peace and
for plenty.
Indians. Pictures of Indian child life
from the library.
Pilgrims. Story of the first Thanksgiving Pa
Stories
•
"How ratty Gave Thanks." Child's Tori
"The Wake Up Story." Child's ?;orld,
III. Nature asleep.
Pecember
.
I. Winter talks.
Tool - sheep. Story, "patty's New Press.
Lindsay.
Jack Frost.
Shorter Pays, going in early from play.
Poem. "Bed In Summer" . Stevenson.
•
L
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II. Spirit of Christmas.
Spirit of Giving.
Visit to the toy shop and Santa Claus.
Stories
•
"The Choice." Lindsay.
"The Chris tmas Stocking." Lindsay.
"Piccola." Kindergarten Story Book.
"Golden Cobwebs." How to Tell Stories
to Children.
Poem. "The Sight Before Christmas."
Land of Song.
III. Nature.
Blossoming of bulbs planted in the school-
room in October.
January .
I. New Year. Story. "The New Year."
Laura F. Richards.
II. The Clock. Story. "Pilly Dally." (K)
III. Christmas Gifts. First Friday afternoon have
the children bring their toys.
IV • Loon. Poem. "Lady Loon." Houghton.
Its light. "Little Ja£k r- ollaround"
.
Stories to Tell Children.
Phases. "Ludwig and T 'arleon."
Kindergarten Story Book.
V. Stars. The pictures they make in the sky.
"Story of the Pipper." For the Children's Four
"The Stars." Richards.
Poem. "Twinkle, Twinlle, Little Star."
Land of Song.
VI. Snow and Ice.
9 inter Sports.
Stories.
"Why the Evergreen Trees Keep Their Leaves."
How to Tell Stories to Children,
"What Broke the CHina Pitcher."
For The Children's Hour.
Poem. "Snowflakes ." iiary Lapes Podge.
VII. Eskimo Land. Pictures from the Public Library.
-11-

»
Februa ry
.
(Month of Birthdays)
I, Neighborhood walk to see a blacksirith - his •
work, tools, materials.
Story. "Little Gray ?ony." Lindsay.
II. Hero Stories - leading to our national heroes.
"Fora and the Lighthouse." Boston Collection
Kindergarten Stories.
"How Cedric became a Knight." Harrison.
III. Story of Lincoln - patriotism.
IV. Story of St. valentine - love and kindness.
V. Our Country - what it does for us.
Kayor, Governor, President.
Firemen, lolicenen, Soldiers, Sailors.
VI. Our flag. Salute to the Flag.
VII. Stories of Washington.
VIII. Longfellow's Birthday - love for the beautiful.
Foems
.
"Hiawatha." (Childhood)
"The Children's Hour."
Farch.
I. Visit to the carpenter - sloyd room, shop or
new house.
Story. "How the Home was Built." Lindsay.
II. The Wind - its work - the weather vane.
Story. "The Bag of Winds." Stories . for the
Story Teller.
"The Wind's Work." Lindsay.
Foem. "windy Rights." Stevenson.
III. Signs of Spring.
Birds - robin - bluebird,
pussywillows - budding twigs.
Bulbs in the schoolroom..
Longer days
.
IV. Imaginary visit to a sugar camp, rictures;
how syrup arid sugar are made.
-12-
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April .
I. Work of the sum and the rain,
Foem. "The Fain is Paining all Around."
Stevens on
•
Story. "The Little Fink Fose." Stories to Tell
to Children.
II. Neighborhood walk to see budding trees, green
grass, forsythia, crocuses.
Story. "The Sleeping Beauty."
For the Children's Hour.
"The Caterpillar and the Butterfly".
Harrison.
III. materials brought in.
Hepatica, saxifrage, arbutus.
Swelling Puds - horse chestnuts, maple, lilac.
IV. Planting in the schoolroom, yard, or on the
roof, peas, beans, and other hi\rdy seeds.
Story. "Five Peas in a r od." Stories for the
Story Teller.
I. Continue gardening, "lant flower seeds.
II. Neighborhood walks.
To see animal life - chickens, kittens, puppies,
calf, colt, pigs, pigeons, and ducks.
Stories. "Mrs. Tabby Gray." Lindsay.
"Bunny." A Kindergarten Story Book.(K
To see the birds. Nest building.
Foem. "What Foes Little Birdie say?"
Tennyson.
To see the flowers in the yards, parks, or
gardens
•
To see the wild flowers in woods or fields.
To see the blossoming trees.
III. Materials brought in.
Flowers - violet, anemone, cowslip, dandelion,
Magnolia, Jack-in-the-pulpit, lilac,
snowball and fruit blossoms.
Catkins - pussy willow, alder, poplar.
IV . Excurs ions
.
Fublic Garden - at option of teacher.
Franklin Fark.
TheZoo.
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The Aviary.
The Children's Museum.
The South Boston Aquarium.
Story. "The Jackal and the Alligator."
Stories to Tell to Children.
V. Decoration Pay.
Story. "Story of Decoration Day." Harrison.
June .
I. Neighborhood alks.
To see the roses in garden or yard; bees.
II. Excursion to gather daisies, buttercups and
clover; to see the butterflies.
III. Heview of the year's talks.
IV. History Story - Bunker Hill Day.
Foems . "All Things beautiful." Land of Song.
"The Child's World." Land of Song.
Note: - the above is much more than even a
maximum amount of material. Se-
lections are to depend upon surround-
ings, taste of teachers and needs
of pupils.
DRAMATIZATION .
The aim; of the following outline is to
suggest the elements necessary in good dramatization
and the simple steps to be taken before attempting
a whole story.
I. Pantomime.
Introduced by such a game as "The Little Ducks"
in Crawford's Dramatic C-ares and Dances,
followed by simple plots suggested and
acted by individual children: for example,
flying a kite, drawing a cart, picking
flowers, sewing, etc. Another child may
I
put into words what the child who is acting
Is saying to the class.
14-
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I air. riding iry horse.
I air. fishing,
I air washing my doll's clothes,
I arr hanging ir.y doll's clothes on a line.
Print the sentences on the board and when a
nw.ber have been printed let one child choose
a sentence and without telling which one,
act it while another child points to the
sentence describing the action. This may
be followed by a character sketch with both
gesture and language.
A mother.
A father.
A teacher.
A conductor.
A postman.
A fireiran.
A pedlar selling strawber ies.
Representation of different animals with ap-
propr ia te s ounds
.
Motion songs - from Crawford's Trairatic Games
and Dances •
"I'm very, very tall."
"Ride and Seek."
"This is the Way Uj Folly Walks."
II. Tableau.
A group arranged to portray an event or a
scene from a story, the success of the picture
defending upon the facial expression and pose
of each individual in the group.
Old Woman in the Shoe and Her Children.
Old ?:ing Cole.
Scene from the Sleeping Beauty - showing
what the prince finds when he cuts
his way through the forest.
III. Portrayal of roods.
A frightened child. Little Kiss Muffet.
A tardy boy. A dille- , a dollar, a ten o'clock
scholar.
A child who has lost something. Little Ro-Feep.
A lazy boy. Boy Blue.
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Exciter ent . Ki-didd le-diddle
•
A mishap. Jack and .Till.
IV, Dramatization of a simple story.
The dialogue should not be memorized. The
dramatization should grow as the experiences
of the children suggest additions and changes.
The story selected should represent a plot or
the building up of parts to express a whole
action. The story should be discussed with
the children, separated into its parts with
the important characters and events selected.
The story chosen should contain elements of
general interest and when possible should
present these first. The circle form is
best as it does not break up and divide in-
terest but gives every child an interest in
the whole and keeps the central figure of
the story in the centre of the stage.
?;ork of this kind cannot fail to have a
far-reaching influence. The child who has dramatized
must have given thought to the important characters
and events in the story. The less important parts
have been lost sight of in the child 1 s interest in
the real theme. This it would seem is one of the
ways in which we could lead the child to form right
habits of study.
-16

Analysis of the Problem .
The first grade teacher, who feels the im-
portance of right habits, airs at the beginning of
the work to awaken in her children an interest in
visible language and an eagerness to master it in
order that they may find for their selves the story
the symbols tell. The teacher plans her work so
carefully, making each new step prepare for the
next, that the confidence of the pupils grows, and
with their confidence their power to attack and
master each new phase of the work. This means
pleasure in their accomplishment from day to day;
therefore, perseverance in their effort, and progress.
Enjoyment in their reading grows as their power in-
creases, and they develop a thoughtful attitude in
regard to what is read. This is manifested in their
approval or disapproval of the acts and characters
met in their reading, as well as in their expression
of 'delight in the fun and humor of many of the
little episodes. These right moods or attitudes,
which the teacher takes time to inspire, bring a
17-
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rich return In the forir of right habits which are
the basis of character. The concept of right atti-
tudes is post important* It puts stress on the
great lack in the aim which the practice of inex-
perienced teachers reveals. They prepare their
work accenting the knowledge and skill phases, but
they fall to provide the important initial step
which is provision for right attitudes. This con-
cept is big and broad and vital. It gives the clue
to the means of reaching the "deeper levels" which
we all feel at times that our teaching is incapable
of reaching. It makes clear the connection between
character formation as one phase of the aim of
education and its actual application to schoolroom
practice. sVhen right attitudes have been awakened
the attention to each little task will be sincere
and earnest, because the children's interest in
attaining the end toward which each lesson is tending
is as great a concern to them as to the teacher.
The individuality of each child is respected, much
emphasis being placed on self-activity, self-expressic
self-control. Provision for right attitudes necess-
itates finding out what the pupils already know, and,
>n,
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if there is a good foundation, usinp; It as the basis
of the new work. If the experience is inadequate,
then provision rust be irade that the pupils may
acquire the background essential to further progress.
Enjoyment, interest, and mastery are the immediate
attitudes which are essential to successful school-
room accorr.plishrr ent, and which carry into life beyond
the schoolroom in the form of a permanent interest
in reading and the capacity to fully appreciate the
treasures of literature.
The first grade teacher can do little rrore
than open the door to this wonderful treasure house
of knowledge, pleasure, and inspiration; but much
depends on the vision which the opening door dis-
closes .
In preparation for the teaching of reading,
the first grade teacher should question herself
somewhat as follows :-
What new knowledge, what attitudes, what
skills should my children attain this year that will
be of present value to them, and will lead naturally
to their future development?
What material is best suited to the ful-
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filment of my aim and to the experience, interest,
desires, and abilities of rry pupils?
How shall I organize this material from
the standpoint of the children themselves, their
interests, their desires, their motives, their needs?
How shall I present this material in order
to bring about the right relation between aim.,
material, and capacities?
The foregoing are the major problens that
present themselves for solution. The following are
subordinate
:
How shall I introduce my children to read-
ing so that from, the beginning of the work they
will see the imirediate end for which they are to work
and have a strong desire to reach this end?
How shall I present my early lessons so
that my children will gain some idea of the purpose
of reading and the pleasurable sensation which ac-
complishment always brings?
How shall I motivate each phase of the
work in order that, as far as possible, the things
which the children do may have meaning to them, and
their rental capacities be developed to the fullest
-20-

Treasure rather than ulssipa ted?
How shall I emphasize the thought rather
than the symbols as the important factor?
How shall I develop the power of independ-
ent, accurate, rapid word recognition?
How and when shall I apply this power to
reading?
What reaction can I bring about from silent
reading in order that I may be sure each child is
progressing and mastering each new phase of the work?
When and how much shall I require the
children to read aloud?
How shall I create real situations, reader
and audience?
How shall I aid the children to speak dis-
tinctly, pleasantly, and with natural expression?
How shall I provide opportunities for ini-
tiative, on the part of the children, not only in
solving the problems which I propose, but in finding
and solving their own problems?
21-
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A lift .
To be able to read implies the power to get
the thought of another through the medium of printed
or written language.
In order that children rray have a love for
reading as well as the power to read independently,
accurately, rapidly, and with appreciation, sirrple
material within their grasp, it is necessary that
they shall have acquired the fruitful knowledge,
experienced the right attitudes, and developed the
skills necessary to the attainment of this end. It
is of great importance, therefore, that the teacher 1 s
aim be clear, definite, ana possible of attainment,
A detailed statement of the aim. may he expressed as
follows :-
I. Fruitful knowledge of
A. Daily happenings suited to their
stage of development, of familiar
occupations, of nature, of a few
simple stories, hother Goose
Rhymes, pictures ana poems,
B. The end for which they are to
work, and of their progress from
tine to time.
-22

C. Thought f^ettin^ as the important
factor,
D. The irechanlcs of reading leading
to independent, accurate, rapid
word recognition.
1. The sounds of letters.
2. The blend.
3. The words that cannot be
sounded
.
(a) Aided by the thought.
(b) " " " appearance;*
length and dominant
letters
.
(c) Aided by the phonetic
parts and the context.
E. The process of getting thought
independently, accurately, rapidly,
and comprehensively fron printed
language, and expressing it in
their own words, in pantomime, or
in drawing.
F. The natural expression of the
thought and feeling of the writer
in his words
.
II. Right attitudes.
A • Interest in visible language.
B. Eagerness to raster it in order
to find cut the storv the svmbols
tell.
C. Confidence in their power to at-
tack and raster each new phase of
the work.
D« Pleasure in their accomplishment
from day to day, - therefore,
E. Perseverance in their effort, and
progress
•
F. Enjoyment of the read ins; matter.
•
. . thoughtful attitude.
III. Skill.
A. In expressing their own thoughts.
B. In reciting a few simple poems
i roF i* en o r y •
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C, In reading with ease and fluency
familiar rhym e s
,
stories, and
related sentences,
i'. In mastering the mechanics of
reading - automatic recognition
of simple words and phrases which
they comnonly use.
E* In extracting the thought inde-
pendently, accurately, rapidly
and comprehensively from visible
language, and expressing it in
their own language, in pantomime,
or in drawing.
F. In ease and fluency in expressing
naturally the thought and feeling
of the writer in his language.
Q • In reading whenever opportunity
offers
•
24-

rater la
1
.
The rraterlal must be the best we can select
from the standpoint of the children themselves, and
for the accomplishment of the aim. It must be so at-
tractive that It awakens a personal interest in
reading and a de3ire to read. Until recently, first
grade material consisted of a series of unrelated
sentences in which a certain vocabulary was repeated
again and a$ain. This material made no appeal to
the child's curiosity or imagination. How, educators
realize that if we are to train children to study,
to be able to grasp the central thought of a para-
graph by the time they reach the fourth grade, we
must from, the beginning provide material that will
challenge thought. The story with a series of re-
lated events, each dependent upon the preceding, and
all tending toward a climax is ideal material.
The literature of childhood should be the
field from which the raterial should be selected,
Mother Ooose is always attractive to children be-
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•cause it irirrors their own little experiences or
the experiences of those about their. Stories of
home ana out-door life are enjoyed by the children.
Fictures illustrating the reading Fatter add tc
the joy and interest in the reading. The type,
phrasing, length of line, size of page, kind of paper,
have a great deal to do with the ease and fluency
with which the iraterial is read.
The iraterial should he siFple enough to
give the children sore idea of the purpose of reading
and the pleasure which accomplishment brings . The
thoughts expressed should be easily understood by
the particular children in question. The words and
the phrases used should be familiar to the children
and a part of their speaking vocabulary. The iraterial
shoulc. afford opportunity for conversation or drama-
tization.
In order to master the rechanics of reading
the children irust have a knowledge of the following:
1. The sounds of letters.
a - the consonants: b,c,d,f ,g,h, J,k,l,
^,n,p,q,r,s,t,v,w,x,y,z.
b - the short vowel sounds: a,e,i,o,u.
c - the diphthongs: oy,oi,ow,ou.
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d - the vowel digraphs: ay,ai,ee,ea,
ie
, y , oa , oe , ue , ew
.
e - the consonant digraphs: sh,ch,ck,
th,wh,nk,ng.
f - the vowel sounds modified:
(1) by final e: hate, Pete, kite,
nose, cute,
(2) when followed by r: girl, her,
fur, bark, horn.
(3) when found at the end of short
words, or in open accented
syllables: the, she, we, ire,
no, go.
(4) of a before 1, and after w #
au and aw
.
(5) of silent e when ed is added
except to words ending; in t or
d: hopped, cried, planted,
landed
(6) the c and g modified when
followed by e, i, or y.
2. The process of blending sounds to form
words •
The power to find out words independently
should be applied as soon as possible to simple
sentences made up of phrases which the children al-
ready know "as wholes", and an action word which,
in its visible form, is new, but within their power
to sound. The children should interpret in action
such sir pie sentences as the following:
Hun to the door.
Foint to the clock.
Tap on the desk.
Hop to the doll house.
Jimp it) Hie chair. .
-27

The reading naterial should rrake irore demand
on independent power as it becores available. But
while the children are mastering the rechanlcs of
reading their lessons should progress with emphasis
on the thought side, learning words and phrases as
wholes. That is, the application of phonetic power
should be gradual, in order not to interfere with
speed and natural expression in reading.
-28-

Organization .
The interests, needs, and experiences of
the children should be the basis of organization
rather than the logle of the subject matter. The
problem of the teacher is that of arranging and plan-
ning the material so as to give the children the
easiest and most natural approach to its mastery,
Reading: should start at the high point of
interest for the child - the story. All norrral
children are Interested in stories. At home they
have had stories told and read to them. Pefore en-
tering school they iray have been able to find in
their own books the stories they liked best. Aided
by the pictures and the arrangement on the page they
may have been able to point to particular parts of
the stories, without being able to read a single word.
In school the children should be introduced
to the new work by reading,frem the blackboard, fa-
miliar stories in the form of related sentences which
they themselves have given in answer to the teacher's
questions. In this way the children discover that
29

the language they speak and hear may also be expressed
visibly. Oradtially they recognize certain words,
and becore fairiliar with there through meeting then
again and again in new and interesting situations*
Thus the function of the symbol is revealed in a
natural way, and the thought being uppermost in their
minds the symbols are subordinate, rhonics should
be introduced after sufficient tine has been given
to emphasize the approach to reading from the thought
side. In the first lessons the thought came through
story telling, dramatization, or some experience.
Now in order that the children may achieve the real
end - getting the thought directly from the printed
page - provision must be made for giving them inde-
pendent power of word recognition.
Time devoted to the mechanical side should
be separate from the reading period. luring the
reading the words should be recognized without con-
scious effort on the child's part.
The following story simplified and adapted
may be used for an early reading lesson.
reading based on "The Little Rosebud."
Stories to Tell to Children. Sara Cone Bryant.
-30

)Boughton KiffXla Coirpany.
(Introduction) Once there was a rosebud.
It was a little rosebud.
It lived in a little house under
the ground.
The door of the little house was
closed.
(First Event) One day there came a soft tap, tap,
tap, at the door.
"Ti'ho is there?" said little rosebud.
n It is 1/ said the rain. "I want
to core in. I want to come in."
"I cannot open the door" said little
rosebud
.
(Second Event) One day there caire a whisper at
the door.
It was a soft whisper.
"TTho is there?" said little rosebud.
"It is I," said the soft whisper.
"It Is I, the sun. I want to core
in. I want to core in."
"I cannot open the door" said little
rosebud
(Third Event) One da3r there caire a tap, a whisper,
a tap, a whisper.
"VJho is there?" said little rosebud.
"The sun and the rain. The sun and
the rain. ?;e can open the door.
Vfe can open the door."
"Do open the door," said little
rosebud
•
The sun and the rain opened the door
And little rosebud care out of her
house under the ground.
Subsequent stories should Introduce new words
and review the words used In previous stories.
Short exercises should be given each day in
•
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ear training, articulation, pronunciation and voice
training
•
The phone.1Xelerr;erits should core fror words
previously learned in stories. Interest in phonics
should be awakened by a desire to read independently.
The ear should be trained to reco<rnize the slowly
spoken word, words that rhyire, words that begin with
a given sound, that end with a given sound.
Selected known words should be separated
into their phoncixelerents and the visual s^trbols
associated with their respective sounds. Practice
should be p;iven to irake recognition of syrr.bol and
sound automatic. Tlext step is to use these phonetic
elerrents in finding out new words. If the ear has
been properly trained and the phonetic elements
rrastered, the new words will be recognized instantly.
Blackboard reading iray be based on a fairiliar
rhyre, an excursion, an experience, or a picture.
The following steps emphasize the child as
the centre of organization:
1. Motivating the early work by awakening
within the children a personal interest in visible
language, and an eagerness to iraster it for the story
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the symbols tell.
2. Emphasizing the thought rather than
the symbols through the reading of familiar rhym.es,
stories and related sentences, (Attention should be
directed, in successive lessons, to the big thoughts
and events, to sentence wholes, to phrases, to words,
to the phonetic elements
•
)
3. Developing the power of independent,
accurate, rapid word recognition.
(The introduction to phonics should core
through the words learned as wholes In the first
story.) s soon as the children know one short vowel
and a few consonants, they should begin to blend them
into new words, (not new in the speaking v re abulary) •
The probleirs in word recognition should be de r initely
related and progress gradually in difficulty- each
set of problems should prepare for the next. The
modification of the vowel sounds should not be intro-
duced until the short vowel sounds are fixed. The
order in which the sounds are presented should be in
accordance with the demands of the reading iratter.
The initial attack rather than the "family" attack
should be emphasized because it is more sir pie and
direct.
-35-
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Reading froir the thought side, learning
words as wholes, should progress until the children
have suffidient power in indepc : t word recognition
to apply it without injuring the speed and the natur-
al expression with which they read. This independent
power should be applied first to silent reading.
4. Peveloping the power to express orally
the author's thought and feeling in the author's
language
•
Parallel Steps.
1. Conversation.
2. Recitation of ireirorized selections.
3. Exercises in ear training, voice
training, articulation.
-34-

presentation .
1. motivating the early work in reading by
awakening within the children an interest in visible
language ana an eagerness to master it, in order to
find for themselves the story the symbols tell.
T~lan of Procedure *
The teacher questions and individual
children tell what they did during the summer, in-
formal conversation follows for a few Foments. The
children who volunteer are given an opportunity
to tell all they wish about their vacations -then,
each child tells in one short sentence something
he did during the summer. B'ach sentence is printed
on the board with the child's name beside it^ for
example :-
John. I went in swimming.
Fred. I sailed my boat.
L'ary. I,'y sister and I went to City T oint.
Joseph. I went to the country.
Each child"reads" his own story from, the
board as soon as it is printed, ,'hen all the
stories are printed a third grade child is called
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into the room and asked to tell each child what he
said. For example:
Mary said
?
"My sister and I went to City
r olnt"
.
In this way each chile has a special per-
sonal interest in the exercise and discovers that
his own thoughts am word: may he expressed in vlsihle
fonr and then be recognized and expressed orally by
himself or by sorreone who had not heard him.
The teacher nay show one of the rrost at-
tractive first grade books, reading a story or a
part of a story frorr it to the children. Then she
may tell the children that they iray each have a
book as soon as they are ready to read it.
2. Err.phasizing the tho\v~ht rather than the
symbol.
The following plan shows the various types
of work illustrating this step and the time for be-
ginning each type of work. The plan shows that
phonics are not introduced until after the approach
to reading from the thought side has been sufficiently
emphasized.
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)Story: The Little Red Hen.
Class 7, ork. Croup 7,'ork. Seat 7,'ork. Phonics.
( Background
)
The story j
told by the
teacher
:
:
, etcld by ;
the teacher.
Book and :
pictures :
shown. Chil- ;
drcn taken to
see a hen if ;
necessary. :
Story retold :
discusr-ed
with the :
children -
important :
events and :
characters :
selec ted
.
I' r air a tization •
or re-telling
of the story
by the
child ren
Exercises in
articulating
and pronoun-
cing the
phrases and :
words which
the chil- :
dren say :
carelessly or
incorrectly
.
Training the
ear to hear
the sounds
Introduc tion
:to the story
:given in an-
:swer to ques-
tions by the
teacher.
Sentences
printed -
each child
:reads his
:own fluently
rand natural-
:ly. Intro-
: Tracing :
around card
:
:board pat- :
item of a :
:hen - Cut- :
:ting - Fas- :
:ting. :
> •
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Class y.ork . Group V.ork . Sea t 7,'ork . Fhonlcs .
that rr.ake
the word.
Exercises in
interpreting
the slowly
spoken word
should take
the fonr of
gar cs in
which the
children ex-
press in
action the
conrrands
given by the
teacher or
by different
children
.
For exarrple -
"You ray
c-l-a-p."
"You rray
s -t-a-n-d ."
"You rray
f-l-y around
the roorr."
"N-e-11 rray
j-u-rr-p to
the d-o-11
h-ou-se ."
organsThe
of speech
should be
trained to
rr.ake the
sounds. The
children
listen for
the first or
la s t s ound
in a series
of words,
and try to
Fake it as
carefully as
the teacher
does -^ ;
duct ion
read as a
whole by dif
ferent chil-
d ren •
Sane work
with each
event.
heading of
the whole
story frorr
the board.
Same work
with pig •
cat - dog
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Class Work . Group Work . Seat Work. Phonics
.
For example -
the chiloren
repeat words,
in groups of
three or
four, which
end in the
s ound to be
taught : -
rub, Pab,
tub, b - b -
b. Special
attention
should be
paid to the
sounds the
children
find it dif-
ficult to
it a ke
.
Children rec-
ognize the
events in
regular or-
der and ir-
regular
order.
recognition
of sentence
wholes
.
r ec o^nit ion
of phrases
Pecognition
of words
.
Study of
words from
the context
Cuttings
pasted
to illus-
trate each
event
.
Frinted
phrases giv-
en to the
children
.
Arrangement
from copy
or from mem-
ory to iroke
introduction
Erases to
make each
event
.
Note: rhras-
es to make
each event
pasted on
the sheet
illus trating
event
Introduction
to phonics
.
^honetic
elements
obta ined
from the
words in the
story:
found f
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Clasn Work, Group Work. Seat Tvork. Phonics.
•
:
«:All sheets :seed - - s
:tled together :hen - •- h
: to fonr a :: piR - • P*
rFeadlng froir. : book :cat - •- t
: Individual :not - - n
: books •rake - -
:red - • r
: heading the ! :cat - - a
:sane storv «
:from rhe-^ : ; bread •- b
primerS.
:t ' lit - - - I
:Note:-
: Children :cat - « c
: should use ! ilittle - 1
•.strips of : :do£ - <- -o
: cardboard
:about four :cut - - u
: inches long. : fPi* - •- s
:This does away:
:with pointing :hen - «' e
:with the fin- i :make - - k
:ger and helps iwas - «- w
:in following ;
:the order of ; :dog - •- d
: the lines .
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IThe Little Red Hen.

The little red hen found a
l V
—i—i
seed.
It was a little seed.
It was a wheat seed











hen said,
the bread?"
The pig said,

This preparatory step is important because
it begins the teaching of reading by iraking provision
for good eye habits and for speed in reading. It
starts with raterial which is farriliar ana which the
children can read with ease and fluency. It Fakes
instantaneous word recognition possible froir the be-
ginning. The work gives the children pleasure as well
as confidence. It eir.phasizes the thought rather than
the symbols. It attracts the attention to the story
as a whole, to the bis thoughts or events, to the
sentence wholes, to the phrases, and to the words.
(This plan of work takes froir four to seven weeks.)
The blackboard work ir.ay prepare directly for
the prirrer. (In this case it prepares for the Free
and Treadwell Trir-er, Reading - Literature Series.
Published by Row, Peterson Co.)
The pointing fror left to right ,in a sweeping
ir. overrent, should be clone by the children as soon as
possible
.
Subsequent stories should introduce new
words and phrases and review those previously learned.
The children should have a knowledge of the new story
before attempting to "read" it. The approach to the
-41-
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secont. story rray he vra.de In the follo?.in^ way:-
1. Tellinc the story.
2. Showing the pictures and encouraging
the children to express their own ideas
suggested by the pictures,
3. Allowing the children to atteir.pt to
"read" the story, pointing out the words
and phrases they do not know and cannot
find out frorr the context,
4# Printing the new words and phrases on
the beard as soon as they are indicated
by the children.
5. Study of words and phrases (to be
learned as wholes at this sta^e.)
In this way the word study lesson is ir.ctiv-
ated because the children are conscious of their need
and therefore they attack the work with the right
attitudes. Each individual, having contributed a
word or a phrase, has a special interest in the study.
The children have discovered their own problems . The
desire to read the story and the knowledge that this
particular word study will help then toward the ful-
filment of their desire result in interest and in-
tensive effort which lead to p.astery. The standard
for ease and fluency in reading has been set by the
work in the first story.
Reading of this type should progress while
the children are gaining control of the mechanics of
reading; at a separate period.
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3. Developing the power of independent,
accurate, rapid word recognition,
Reading and word recognition should not be
confused. 7,'ord recognition is only one step in the
process of learning to read. This step has to do
with the purely mechanical phase of the project. A
large part cf the time rust be devoted to the mechan-
ics of reading in order that word recognition may be
automatic, allowing the thought to be given to under-
standing what is read rather than tc word analysis.
The tire given to this phase of the work should be
separate from the reading period. The real growth
in power irust be the result of the self-activity cf
each child. The teacher's part is to see that the
problems in word recognition are related and progress
gradually in difficulty. Each step must prepare for
the next, so that children may feel confidence in
their ability to master each new set.
The desire to play the games and win, mo-
tivate the work aloncr this line. The most common
faults in the development of this step are the follow-
ing:
Teachers drill on a few words in order that
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the chile ren may reireirber them. The essential thing
at this point is thr.t as irany words as possible be
presented in order that the children may raster the
process of blending sounds to fort words.
The Peacon System of rhonics is well graded
and presents opportunity for rastery of process. The
following steps are based on the Peacon Systeir. The
first sounds presented are those learned from the
words in the Story of the Little Ped pen.
Steps in the rhonetic Work -
(1. Training the ear to hear the sc\mds
Prepara- ( that stake the word.
tory (2. Training the organs of speech to make
Steps. ( the sounds.
3, Associating sound and syirbol.
(a) Show the syirbol while raking the
sound clearly.
(b) Point to the symbol - each child
looking at the syirbol while making
the sound distinctly.
(c) Hake the sound - each child to
find the syirbol.
Note: There should be sufficient drill to ensure the
recall of the sound at the sight of the symbol,
and the recall of the image of the symbol on
hearing the sound.
lev ices for frill are suggested:
(l.)Pave the symbols in many places on the
blackboard. Point to the symbol - have
each child rive the sound. Give the
-44-
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sound - have each child point to the
symbol.
(2.)Trint a nurrber of words on the blackboard -
have each child fina the symbol in various
word3 on the board.
(3.)f!ive each child the printed symbol as
soon as he knows its sound. J,~ake the
sound and have each child find the syirbol,
placing it in correct position on his desk.
(4.)?:ake use of cards and chart in teaching
the sounds. Cards may be placed on the
blackboard ledge. One child shuts his
eyes while another selects a card. The
child opens hie e^es and tries to guess
the card chosen, pointing to each letter
in turn, giving its sound until he reach-
es the card selected, asking, "Is it
a ?"
(5.)Teacher shows the cards rapidly - indiv-
iduals nape the sounds.
(6.)?ost office garre. One child acts as post**
master - child asks, "Is there a letter
for rre?" "?>hat is your name?" A •
4. Blending the consonant and the vowel.
(a) Eye problems . Teacher presents the
letters f-a - s-a - t-a, etc. Each
child £ives the blend.
(b) Ear problems • Teacher directs each
child to nake pa - ma, etc., with his
letters
•
Note:- The devices susses ted under 3 may be used.
5. Find ing
and the
(a)
out new words composed of the blends
consonants already taught.
Eye problems . The teacher prints fa n,
a child sounds aio^d and works until
he is able to say the ?.ord as a whole.
!,:any different words are given in or-
der that the child may have abundant
opportunity in repeating the process
of uniting letters and sounds in new
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combinations . Work for quick recognition
and oorrect pronunciation with no inter-
val between the sounds,
(b) Ear problems . The teacher directs the
children to rake new words with their
letters - ham, pat, tan, etc.
Note:- As new sounds are taught the new vowel sound
must be united to fcrrr blends with the con-
sonants previously taught, and with the new
consonants taught frorr tiire to time.
6. Steps in teaching a new so\ind:
(a) Association of sound and syrrbol.
(b) Blend of consonants and new vowel sound.
(c) New words composed of the new vowel
blend and any of the consonants taught.
(d) Testing the child's knowledge of the
vowels by mixing new and old vowel
blends, fa - pi - na - ti.
(e) 7,ords made up of new vowel blend mixed
with words Trade of old vowel blends in
order that the child iray have practice
in distinguishing the different vowel
sounds
•
Note:- Silent sounding should be encouraged and the
efforts of the children directed toward quick
silent recognition of words. Care rust be
taken in teaching b and d, - b should be per-
fectly known before d is presented. By the
tire the 21 sounds irost c amp- only used are
taught, the child should be able to recognize
at once all words of three sounds beginning
and ending with a consonant and containing the
short vowel round.
t)
7. The regaining step may be summarized as
follows :
-
(a) Presentation of capital letters, partic-
ularly the capitals which are unlike the
small letters.
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(b) Words with two consonants following a
vowel - mls-t, dam-p, han-d, etc,
(c) Teaching sh, nk, ng, ck, ch, ten, (These
sounds in combination are unlike the
separate sounds.) Sash, ring, church.
(d) Teaching two consonants before a vowel -
slap - drop.
(e) The sounds of a-e-i-o-u when modified
by final e.
(f) W, XX, zZ, ft*
(g) ar.
(h) or.
(i) S - at the end or before final e says z.
(J) er, ur, ir.
(k) y - (short i sound) kitty.
(1) ee - ea • e long
(m) ai-ay « a long
(n) oa-oe s o long
(o) ie-y = i long
(p) ue-ew » u long
( q ) ow , ou
(r) aw, aa, w-a, a-1
(s) oo as in pool, oo as in look.
(t) oy - oi - boy - oil
(u) qu kw
(v) c before e * s, face, lace.
(w) g, dge, before e like .5 - bridge, wage
dge after a short vowel,
(x) k before n, m before r, gh after a vowel,
usually silent,
(y) when final ed is preceded by t or d, it
adds a syllable to the word.
4. The power to get thought independently, ac-
curately, rapidly and comprehensively from printed
language.
The children should read silently as soon as
they have acquired control of the elements of word
recognition. They should not read aloud until they
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are able to recognize words without conscious effort,
and can get the thought clearly in their own rrinds.
Siir.ple material should he [.resented at first.
As independent power becorr.es available the reading
matter should demand its use.
The fcllo?^ing seat work is suggestive of the
kind of reaction which shows the teacher that her
children have the power to gather thought from printed
language
.
The children read silently and draw the pict-
ure which the story suggests to them.
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THE BABY BIRDS.
See the two baby birds.
They are in a nest.
The nest is in a little tree.
Can you see the baby birds?
The mother bird is away.
She will find something to eat
She will find something good.

THE LITTLE RABBIT GIRL.
Look at this picture.
I will tell you about it.
A little boy is going to school.
He sees a girl with some rabbits.
He runs to her.
A baby boy has a big sister.
They are having a good run.
They see the girl with the rabbits.
They run to her.

\ v
One, two, three, four, five, six
little chickens.
One little chicken says,
"How do you do?"
And one little chicken says,
"We like you."
And one little chicken says,
"Here we come."
c( 1
1 ! 1 - ' —
A QUEER RABBIT.
There was a little lass,
Who sat on the grass,
Eating her bread and milk;
There came a big rabbit,
Who said, "Let me have it.
I like to eat bread and milk."

The teacher's plan for a reading lesson or
successive reading lessons, ray be as follows:
1. Selectionof words and phrase for study.
2. Silent reading directed by questions.
For exairple - The ?tory of ^iggy tig*
The teacher directs somewhat as
follows: Pead until you find who it
was that Tiggy f|g met. Flace your
card on the place and stand as soon
as you find the answer.
TShat could Feter Rabbit do to
help Flggy £'i?? etc.
In this way the teacher can tell who
the children are who are reading with
a due air.cunt of speed and this type
of work will develop speed.
3. When the story as a whole has been studied
the teacher may qiiestion and the chil-
dren give the story in their own words.
4. The study of the pictures may follow.
This study aids the Imagination and
Inspires enthusiastic and expressive
reading
.
5. The reading of the story by the "A w
division — the M B" ano U C" divisions
ji'ste-A '» Yi cp: in this way a real situ-
ation is created - reader and audience.
The ass i^nment should be according to
the thouo-ht divisions, not according
to single sentences or pages
•
5. Developing the power to express orally the
author's thought and feeling in the author's language.
7'hen the children are able to get the thought
rapidly, accurately, and comprehensively from printed
matter, without having to give conscious effort to
aord recognition and thousht extraction, then they
-49-
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are ready to read aloud. Practically all the reading
in the first grade should be silent first.
SimpikB material ana review material iray be
used to develop the power to read without the in-
termediate step of silent reading.
The development of this step is possible in
the grades which follow.
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Parallel Steps in Learning to read .
From the be^inninp; and entirely apart from
the reading lessons the natural powers of oral self-
expression should be cultivated through -
Conversation :
The expression of the child's own thought in
his own language develops the power to
express the thoughts of others in their
language. Self-expression is the only
real basis for expression. In this way we
hope to be able to lay the foundation for
natural expression in reading - to read
as naturally as the child speaks.
Material . Definite subject matter and material are
necessary.
2 . Pecltation of memcr i
z
ed selections suite ci.
to the chlld^s development .
This is the intermediate step between con-
versation and oral reading1
,
therefore, it
should follow conversation as a final prep-
aration for oral reading. When a poem has
been understood and committed to memory the
children are not conscious of any effort in
rerreirbering the language. In reading, when
the children have gained the power of auto-
matic word recognition and thought extraction,
they are not conscious of any effort in ex-
pressing the thoughts which they fully
unders tand
•
It is not essential or desirable that all
teachers should follow the same mode of
( resenta tion. There are
;
however, certain
characteristics cormon to all good methods
in the teaching of reading.
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Characteristics .
1. Material for the early reading lessons
should be drawn directly froir the child's experience,
froir stories, pictures or incidents of interest to
the child.
2. The early work in reading should give the
child sore idea of the purpose of reading and the
pleasureable sensation of having accomplished something.
3. The child should be able to understand
and appreciate the thought and feeling expressed in
the story.
4. Froir. the beginning provision should be
ir.ade for instantaneous recognition of words.
5. The introduction to phonics should corce
fror. the study of the words learned as wholes in the
first story.
6. The work in phonics should develop inde-
pendent power in accurate, rapid word recognition.
7. There should be provision for silent
•
reading.
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r iagnostic Scale for IMeasuring
the Frogress In t7 eading
in Grade I.
Fart I. To test the various phases of first
grade reading.
1. Recognition of fair.iliar rhyires with the aid
of pictures.
2. Recognition of farriliar rhyires without the aid
of pictures,
3. Recognition of phrases and words in the rhyires
above
.
4. Recognition of words apart froir. the context,
5. Independent recognition of words through the
aid of phonics.
Fart II. To test reading,
1. Silent reading - testing the power to get the
thought independently.
2. Silent reading - testing the speed.
Kote: Fart II is to be given to the whole
class.
Fart I is for those failing in Fart II.
Flrectlons : To be given to individuals, not to
class as a whole.
Fart I. 1. Fictures arc rhyres attached - placed
on a table in the front of rooir;, - net
in the order of the teacher's recita-
tion of the rhyires.
Child at table given opportunity to
look at all the papers.
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Teacher stands away frorr, the table,
recites the rhyir.es In the following
order, pausing after each one while
the child selects and hands the appro-
priate sheet to her. The sheet replaced
and the next rhyrre is recited by the
teacher.
Order of rhyir.es
:
"ttow -wow -wow."
"This little pig*"
"How do you like to s^o up in a
swing?"
"Little Poy Blue*"
"Baa, baa, Black Sheep."
2. r.hyires only - no pictures in sight.
Sare directions as 1.
three bags full
,
sheep *
up In a swing
,
pleasantest .
LTtTTe Tor. Tucker's Dog .
corn
,
sheep
,
cry .
This little pig .
4. List of words g»ver> by trke ctnic^ to
be recognized at sight,.
3. Show where it says
11 11 ti o
It ii ti fi
n it n V
it it if V
5. List of words given by the child,
sounded if necessary.
-54
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Material far Part I.
Sxeraises 1, 3, and 3.

THE SWING
How do you like to go up in a swing,
Up in the air so blue ?
Oh, I do think it the pleasantest^
Ever a child can do!

Baa, baa, black sheep,
Have you any wool ?
Yes sir, yes sir,
Three bags full.
r*. —^
c
c
•
Little Boy Blue,
Come, blow your horn!
The sheep's in the meadow,
The cow's in the corn.
Where is the boy
Who looks after the sheep ?
He's under the haystack
Fast asleep.
Shall you wake him?
No, not I.
For if I do, he's sure to cry.

Bow-wow-wow
!
Whose dog art thou?
Little Tom Tucker's dog,
Bow-wow-wow

This little pig went to market;
This little pig stayed at home;
This little pig had roast meat;
This little pig had none
;
This little pig cried, "Wee, wee, wee!"
All the way home.

Fart I. Exercise 4.
List of words to be recognized at sip;ht.
Vaim a
Fapa
Paby
doll
play
horse
cow
milk
feed
can
fly
bird
nest
tree
big
little
Santa Glaus
Chris tiras
book
pretty
school
run
boy
s?irl
look
kitty
see
with
this
dog
have
what
me
you
will
has
where
good
Fart I, Exercise 5,
Diagnostic scale to Treasure skill in independent,
accurate, rapid word recognition, and to direct at-
tention to the special problems which need erphasis.
Frobleirs graded according to difficulty.
(1) '£ords containing short vowel sounds.
a. Consonants with their usual sounds*
one consonant following and one
preceding the vowel:
cap
,
six
,
ran
,
fox
,
kid
,
let
,
dog
,
jug , irlss , box ,
red
,
win, hot
,
wet
,
hill
,
buzz, yes .
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b. Two or irore consonants following
the vowel.
(a) Sounds in combination retain
the saire values as when separate:
sand
,
soft
,
must
,
lamp
,
melt
,
best
,
tent
, milk .
(b) Sounds in coirbination unlike
their separate sounds:
sash
,
bank, patch
,
sing
,
such , with , neck .
(c) Two or more consonants preced-
ing the voweli
spill
,
trip
,
skip
,
blot
,
whip
,
quick
,
thin
,
tha
t
,
shut
,
scratch , cress .
(d) Words with capitals, particu-
larly those which are unlike
the snail letters in appearance
Ann
,
Bess
,
ran
,
Fred
,
rllen
,
Lily
,
Helen , V.xi? f , Ned ,
;ulckT^pot , Tom .
(2) Words containing vowel sounds modified.
a. Final e which makes the vowel longC
riate
,
cube
,
nose
,
five
,
here .
b. Vowel digraphs - first vowel has
its own long sound, the second
vowel is silent!
feel
,
queen
,
eat
,
hear
,
rail
,
pain
,
play
,
day
,
toe
,
Joe
,
coal
,
toast
,
tie
,
pie , crlec , tied .
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c. Vowel followed by r|
her , bird , curl , purr , far , da rk , cart , sharp , or ,
co?n,"TcF, yard .
'. d. F iphthongs J
boy
,
toy j oil, boil , town , ccw , house , our .
e« A followed by 1 or preceded by w;
' au and aw have the sar e sound i
all , aljways , fall , wall , wash , water , saw , claw , Paul ,
ftuci, stjhawl .
A f • In open syllables the vowel is
\
usually long*
no
,
go
,
he
,
ire , so .
g. Y at the end of a short word is
usually like long i.
H
cry
,
sky
,
why
,
shy
,
ir.y
,
fly .
(3) T.'ords containing consonants irodified.
\
&, ti. and g are generally soft before e-i-y
face
,
cent
,
city
,
fleecy
,
geir.
,
Glp
,
gypsy .
• a -
-/*s 'v,^e follows the short vowel, ge the
Ion*? vowel J
bridge
,
edge
,
hedge
,
wage
,
cage .
d» £ is like z (usually) at the end of a
word, cr when followed by final e:
wise , hl3 , is, rose .
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Fart II.
This test to be given to the class.
The following to be given orally.
1. In this envelope there are stories and
pictures. Each story tells you scrrething that the
wind does.
Place the pictures so that you can see them.
^ead each story to yourself, and then place it under
the picture where you think it belongs. Do not
look at any other child's work.
Note: Folders can be arranged so that
there is little danger of copying.
•
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Material far Part II.
Exereise 1.
One seto
!kere should be as many sets as there are pupils.







help hiss- m*ma\
C/of/?es To* c/^y.



Vv/fcre/ f?o Pound.
t







i>W Pt err I go far
a// vya/ f" /for /77C .
'1
--
-----
2. I arr going to give you a story that
you v;Ill like to read. You are to read until you
find where the little bey put the puppy dog that his
grand ir other gave him. To not begin to read until I
say "GO."
Selection used:-
Beacon First : r eader. Fassett. page 114.
Careful ! Tans .
r
The following program Is offered as showing
the relation of reading to the day's program..
Trograir. .
First day in Grade I .
A.!:' .
9.00-9.30
Receiving the newly adritted children from
the parents or from the first assistant in
charge. Opportunity for a word with parent
and child if possible.
Assignment of seats - temporary.
Greeting to the class as a whole by the teacher.
Greeting to the teacher by the class,
reading a short selection froir the Pible.
9.30-9.40
Conversation directing the child's thoughts
to home life and habits in relation to school:
obedience, helpfulness, kindness.
Poem - Which Loved Pest.
9.40-9.50
Action - Learning to stand beside the chair «
right or left side as arrangement of the
furniture demands. Walking or running around
the room., back to places - one row at a time.
9.50-10.00
Far training - actions to be performed by
all, in response to corrands given by the
teacher in a whisper and with the slowly
spoken word.
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10.00-10.10
Marching around the room, returning to places;
while stand Ins; in place a motion garr.e with
victrola or piano.
10.10-10.30
A iff: to awaken the chile's interest in reading
ana to foster a desire to read.
The teacher questions and individual children
tell what they die during the summer vacation.
Inforrral conversation for a few moments - the
children who volunteer given an opportunity
to tell all they wish about their vacations.
Each child tells in one short sentence scire-
thinn; he did during the sunder. Kach sentence
is printed on the blackboard with the child's
name - for exarrple:
John - I went in swirvring.
Fred - T sailed my boat.
fcf.ay - My sister and I went tc City T oint.
Joseph - I went to the country.
Lach child tells his own story from the board
as soon as it is printed.
When all the si rics are printed, a third grade
child is called in and asked to tell each chile
what he said.
There should be a sentence from each child in
the class . In this way each child discovers
that his own oral language may be expressed
in visible form and then be recognized and ex-
pressed orally by others. This exercise
awakens a personal interest in the work of
reading and a desire to possess the power to
translate visible language into oral language.
10.30-10.50
•
Pec ess
Treparation for recess- getting clothing from
dressing-room - filing to basement - place in
the yard.
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10.50-11.00
After recess - f/usic.
Song as a whole sung to the class
.
11.00-11.15
Seat work matching colors; arrange pegs to
Torsi simple designs arcund squares of like
color.
11.15-11.25
Bean bag <*ame.
Which side has won?
Row should we find out?
Let the children who volunteer count - oppor-
tunity for the teacher to note what number
power the children possess from kindergarten
or horr.e training.
11.25-11.45
Story of "The Little Fed Hen" told or read to
the class.
Rooks v;iLh pictures illustrating the story
shown to the class. Children encouraged to
comment on the pictures and the books. Fesire
for the book further awakens an interest in
reading.
11.45-11.55
Children trace arcund cardboard forms or
drawings of a hen.
11.55-12.00
Dismissal - remind the children of time of
afternoon session - cleanliness
•
m
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F.K.
1.45-1.50
Greeting
Assist the children in finding their places.
Song - Foeirs - same as morning
1.50-2.00
Conversation. Cleanliness - cowmend the chil-
dren who have kept clothing fresh and clean -
also those 7.1th cle-n hands and faces and hair
coirhed. Let the children know that you will
look for and expect clean hands and faces and
hair coirhed.
2.00-2.20
Story of "The Little Fed Fen" retold by the
teacher, discussed with the children, import-
ant events and characters selected.
Dramatization or retelling by the children.
2.20-2.25
Action game - Little ducks - or a flying game.
2.25-2.30
Class divided into three groups, according
to ability. This groupir, < mist be changed as
the teacher and children become better ac-
quainted •
2.30-2.40
Ear training.
2.40-3.00
P ecess
*
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.
Teaching Children to Fead
1914
-
Paul Klapper. r>. Appleton Co.
Frirary I ethods
1912
-
Thoras E. Shields, vol. Ill, 2d ed.
Catholic Educational rress,
Washington, r.C.
The Psychology and Pedagogy of : eading
1916
-
Edir.und Burke Huey. The lacirillan Co.
The Pontes sori : ethod
1912
- Maria 1,'ontesscri
Frederick /.
. Stokes Co., K«* v0rk.
F.eadin.r la the Public Schools
1911
-
Bri^a | Coffran. Row, Peterson * Co.
Educational Psycholor^y
1919
- Starck. Macrrlllan Co.
The Eighteenth ^ear Pook of the vatlonal Societyfor the Ftudy of Education - ^art tt
1919 - Public School "ublishinn; Co.
Bloorclngton, 111.
Educational Psychology, vols. I, II, m.
1913
-
Edward L. Thorndike, Teachers' College
Coluirbia Hniversity
Educational Lists and Measurements
1917
- fcunroe, PeVoss, and 5:elly
Bough ton BlfTlla Company
Row to Teach the Fundamental Subjects
1915
- Kendall and Mriok
Houghton I ifflin Coirpany
••
III
The Psychology of the Conr.on Branches
1916 — Frank Nugent Freeiren, Houghton ?;ifflin Co
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